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PR£FACE 
EPR study of transition metal ions doped in 
diamagnetic host can yield accurate and detailed information 
about the interactions of the unpaired electron with the 
surrounding. One can learn a great deal about the structure, 
nature of chemical bonds within a molecule and fine, hyper-
fine and superhyperfine interactions of the paramagnetic 
complexes diluted with the diamagnetic host. Results of 
optical absorption and EPR study of the paramagnetic impu-
rity ion in the diamagnetic host can be correlated to obtain 
useful information about the energy levels and bonding of the 
unpaired electron. With these points in mind we have carried 
out the EPR and optical study of vanadyl ion doped in some 
diamagnetic hosts having XO^ (X=S,P) groups and EPR study of 
2+ Mn doped in Rb2S0. single crystal. 
Chapter I describes, in brief, a general intro-
duction to the subject of EPR in solids, particularly in 
single crystals. Zero field splitting, hyperfine structure, 
g- factor, applications of EPR and the systems for study are 
enumerated. 
Chapter II describes the free ion Hamiltonion, 
the crystal field term and the spin Hamiltonian. Various 
parameters in the spin Hamiltonian, selection rules. 
relaxation processes and structural phase transition are 
discussed in brief. 
Chapter III describes the equipments used for 
EPR studies which includes EPR spectrometer two axes gonio-
meter and temperature controller. The basic principles^the 
two spectrophotometers, Pye Unicam PU 8800 and Beckman DU-6 
are given in brief. 
Chapter IV contains the results of the EPR 
2+ 
study of Mn doped in Rb2S0.- single crystal at X-band 
at RT and LNT, Main spectrum at 298K has been analysed 
using the spin Hamiltonian for orthorhombic symmetry. 
Chapter V describes the theory of Vanadium, 
the molecular orbital scheme for V0(H20)c , optical 
absorption study and spin Hamiltonian for vanadyl ion . 
Chapter VI presents the results of EPR and 
2+ 
optical absorption studies of VO doped in struvite at 
RT and LNT, Three preferential V=0 bond directions in the 
crystal have been identified. The optical and EPR data 
have shown the formation of NH.(PO.)V0(H20)c complex in the 
2+ 
crystal as a result of VO doping.:"Correlating the optical 
and EPR data the molecular orbital coefficients have been 
obtained and discussed. 
Chapter VIII reports the results of optical 
absorption study of vanadyl ion doped in Magnesium 
XI 
Ammoniam Sulphate Hexahydrate single crystal at RT» The 
nature of optical bands suggests a C. symmetry of the vanadyl 
complex in conformity with the EPR results. Powder EPR data 
and optical data are correlated to obtain the crystal field 
and MO coefficients, 
reports 
Chapter Vll^the results of an EPR and optical 
absorption study of vanadyl ion (VO ) doped in (NH.),Sb^. 
(^4)3^12 ^ written as AASF ) single crystal. The EPR study 
has been made from RT to LNT. In the upper hexagonal phase 
of AASF the EPR spectrum consists of a single isotropic octet 
and indicates the rapid tumbling motion of the vanadyl comp-
lex. Below 256K a different orientation independent spectrum 
comprising of two sets of octets is observed and indicates 
that the tumbling motions are completely quenched below 
256K. On the basis of temperature dependence of EPR spectrum, 
a phase transition in AASF is confirmed. The optical and EPR 
data are correlated to suggest symmetry and coordination of 
the vanadyl complex in the host crystal. 
reports 
Chapter IxZ.the results of complimentary optical 
2+ 
absorption study of VO ion doped in Rb2S04 to obtain 
information about the bonding in vanadyl complexes in the 
(UrJi. 




Electronic paramagnetism arises from a resultant 
angular momentum due partly to orbital motion and partly to 
intrinsic spin of electrons, with each of which is associated 
a magnetic dipole moment [l]. Free atoms and ions of iron, 
palladium, platinum, rare earth and actinide groups show the 
paramagnetism due to incomplete filling of shells of high 
angular momentum leading to a non-zero resultant angular momen-
tum. Paramagnetism is exhibited by many of these ions when 
incorporated into solids. Various other sources of paramagne-
tism are atoms; molecules and lattice defects having an odd 
number of electrons e.g. free sodium atoms, gaseous nitric 
oxide, organic free radicals such as triphenyl methyl, F-centres 
in alkali halides,. a few compounds with an even number of elec-
trons e.g. molecular oxygen,few organic biradicals, metals, 
semiconductors and so on [2]. 
Magnetic susceptibility of a paramagnetic 
substance is a bulk property and its measurement under a static 
magnetic field is agross measurement involving a sum over all 
magnetic states. The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
discovered by Zavoisky in Russia in 1945 [3] lead to the measu-
rement of separation of magnetic states. The detailed 
information furnished by EPR has been very useful theoretically 
as well as practically. It is possible to get structural infor-
mation of paramagnetic compounds, to determine the wavefunctions, 
to study the phase transitions and various kinds of chemical and 
biological problems by EPR [4,5]. 
Electron paramagnetic resonance is a phenomenon 
of absorption of microwave energy due to resonance transitions 
between the ground state energy levels of a paramagnetic atom or 
ion placed in external steady magnetic field. The steady mag-
netic field H acting on the paramagnetic atom or ion splits the 
electronic ground state into a number of Zeeman components with 
separations^depending upon the strength of the magnetic field. 
The magnetic field component of the incident microwave radiation 
of a known frequency incident on it induces magnetic dipole 
transitions between the Zeeman components at a proper value of 
the field H . 
If the resultant angular momentum of a free 
paramagnetic atom or ion in its ground state is J, the magnetic 
moment \i associated with it, is given by the relation. 
*? = - gP^ (1.1) 
where g is the Lande's splitting factor. 
^ J(J4-1) 4- S(S+1) - L(L4-1) , X 
and p is the Bohr magneton given by 
P = ^ F ^ (1-3) 
In the above relations, expression for g is true for L-S 
coupling; L is total orbital angular momentum, S is total 
spin angular momentum, e is electronic charge, m is electronic 
mass, h is Planfck's constant and c is the velocity of light. 
The interaction of the magnetic moment't^ with 
steady magnetic field H leads to the splitting of the electro-
nic ground state J. The energy of interaction of |i with H is 
given by 
E = -t.H (1.4) 
Using (1.1), one gets 
E =gpJ.H 
or E = E^ ,= g^HA (1.5) 
where M is the magnetic quantum number. It can take values 
J,J-1. J-2,...,-(J-l), -J, Equation 1.5 leads to 2J+1 discrete 
levels into which the state J is split, the separation betv/een 
two consecutive levels being equal to gPH. Thus an electronic 
state with quantum number J is split up into 2J+1 levels upon 
the application of steady magnetic field; the spacing between 
the levels being determined by Lande's g factor and the value 
of H ( Figure 1.1 ). 
1.2 Condition for Paramagnetic Resonance; [6,7] 
If a free paramagnetic ion with J = 3/2 is 
situated in a magnetic field H, M will take values 3/2, 
1/2, -1/2, -3/2 and there will be four levels with separation 
gPH. If microwave radiation of frequency^; is incident on it, 
the resonance will occur for 
hi/ = gpH (1.6) 
Three possible transitions permitted by the selection rule 
ifi^M = + 1, viz-»3/2-f^ 1/2, 1/2 -f^ - 1/2, -1/2 -^ -^  -3/2,will 
occur superimposed on each other as shown in Figure 1.2. 
The resonance may be obtained either by varying 
the frequency<y for a constant field H, or by keeping ^> constant 
-•• 
and varying the magnetic field H. In practice, the latter is 
followed for experimental convenience. The oscillating magne-
tic field component of the microwave radiation is kept porpendi-
cular to H for maximum absorption of power at resonance. A 
continuous absorption of power is maintained by relaxation 
processes and is helpful in the detection of resonance. 
1.3 Zero Field Splitting ( Fine Structure); 
If the paramagnetic ion is not free, the effect 
of its environment must be taken into account. For example, a 
paramagnetic ion situated in a crystalline solid is under the 
influence of an electric field originating from ligands which 
are surrounding atoms or neutral molecules making up the crystal. 
This field is known as Ligand field or Crystal field. The 
ligands are supposed to give rise to an additional electrostatic 
potential having the same point symmetry as that of the arrange-
ment of the ligand nuclei. The electrons of the paramagnetic 
ion move in this additional potential in the crystal. 
The orbital motion of the electrons is affected 
directly by the crystal field and consequently the orbital 
magnetic moment reorients itself into different orbits permitted 
by the new environment. Some of the orbital degeneracy of the 
ground state is lifted and the orbital motion is said to be 
quenched. The spin of the electron is affected indirectly 
through spin-orbit interaction which couples the spin to the 
axis of the crystal field. 
The combined effects of the crystal field and 
spin-orbit interaction lead in many cases to a so called zero-
field splitting of the electronic ground state of the paramagne-
tic ion. The splitting is similar to that in Stark effect. The 
ground state in the crystal is usually characterized by a single 
quantum number S' known as effective spin or fictitious spin 
which is obtained by equating the number of levels in the ground 
state to the multiplicity (2S'+l), Each level in the ground 
state is denoted by a quantum number M , rather than M in free 
ion case. Actual and effective spins are same for orbital sing-
lot states. In other cases, effective spin is not equal to 
actual spin of the paramagnetic ion. Each level of the ground 
state is described by a complicated mixture of spin and 
wave functions of the ion. 
i/henevor, there is zero field splitting of the 
ground state in the crystal field, the Zoeman components in 
the external steady magnetic field cease to be equally spaced. 
The splitting of the ground state in the external magnetic 
field is thus modified by zero field splitting as shown in 
Figure 1.3 for J= 3/2. If the frequency of the incident 
microwave radiation is held constant and the magnetic field 
is slowly varied, the three transitions (^ M^ , =+ 1) occur at 
three different values of magnetic fields as shown in Figure 
1.3. Thus the three transitions that were occurring superi-
mposed in a free ion case, split if the ion is situauted in 
the crystal field. This splitting produces three absorption 
lines in theEPR spectrum and is known as fine structure spli-
tting of the spectrum. The values of the magnetic fields for 
resonant absorption depend upon the zero-field splittings and 
the frequency of the radiation. As the frequency and magnetic 
fields are known in EPR recording, the values of zero field 
splittings may be calculated. It is thus evident that the 
zero field splittings are readily deduced from the fine stru-
cture. The fine structure provides a valuable quantitative 
information about the crystal field strength and symmetry at 
the paramagnetic ion site, 
1,4 Hyperfine Structure; 
If the nucleus of the paramagnetic ion also 
possesses a nuclear spin I, further splitting of absorption 
lines of the fine structure, known as hyperfine structure 
splitting occurs. The nuclear magnetic moment duo to I, inter-
acts with the electronic spin magnetic moment and duo to this 
interaction each electronic level of the ground state splits 
into 2 1 + 1 levels. Each fine structure line is resolved into 
21+1 equally spaced lines of equal intensity. The transitions 
are allowed according to the selection rule 
Z!J Mg , = + 1 
A m^ = = 0 
where m^ is the nuclear magnetic quantum number. Hyperfine 
structure measurements are helpful in determining the value 
of nuclear spin, nuclear magnetic moment and quadrupole moment. 
1.5 Crystal Field and q-factpji' 
The crystal '^ ield together vdth spin-orbit 
interaction removes som.e of the degeneracy of the ground state 
of the paramagnetic ion. For ions with unpaired electrons 
there is loft^ at least a two«fold degeneracy which is lifted 
only by the external magnetic field. The resonance is obser-
ved between the ground state energy levels seperated by zero 
field splitting and the external magnetic field. The resonance 
condition (1.6) does not change but the g-factor now includes 
the effect of the crystal field. It is called the g-factor 
or spectroscopic splitting factor instead of Lande's splitting 
factor. 
8 
For orbital singlet ground state, the actual 
and effective spins are same and the g-factor is nearly equal 
to that of the free electron. For orbitally degenerate ground 
state, the g-factor may be expressed [8] by 
g S ' = < L+^> (1.7) 
The g-factor in solids is an anisotropic quantity 
( having different values for different directions of the 
crystal field), the magnitude of which depends upon the orbi-
tal contribution to the magnetic moment and asymmetry in the 
crystal field. The anisotropic g-factor has nine components 
which reduce to three in a principal axis system. If the 
principal values are denoted by g ,g and g , the g-factor [9] 
Ay c» 
is given by 
/, 2 2 ^ 2 2 , 2 2x 1/2 /, Q\ 
g= (1 g^ + f" Qy + n g^ ) (1«8) 
Here 1 , m and n are direction cosines of g with respect to 
the principal axes x, y and z, 
1,6 Applications of EPR; 
The EPR technique may be applied to investigate 
basically any system with atoms and molecules having unpaired 
electrons. Over the last three decades, it has been success-
fully used for a variety of problems ranging from medical [lO] 
sciences and organic chemistry to inorganic chemistry, physical 
chemistry and solid state physics. 
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In the field of solid state physics, the main 
problems in which EPR has been applied for investigations 
are: paramagnetic ions in the crystals, unpaired electrons 
in semiconductors, colour centres, radiation damage centres 
in crystals, conduction electrons in metals and solid to 
solid phase transition in crystals. 
The EPR of 3d transition metal ions has been 
understood well and therefore these ions have been used to 
probe the crystal fields and study the structural changes 
at the phase transitions in crystalline solids. The ions 
like C^^'*'(3d^), v'^ CSd"'-), Mn^"^ (3d^) and Cu^ "^  (3d^) have 
been widely used as their EPR can be observed over a large 
2+ 
range of temperature. Further the S-state ions like Mn 
and Fe are useful in studying phase transitions because 
they have zero orbital angular momentum and do not distort 
the lattice. The work presented in this thesis describes 
the results of 
(a) EPR study of Mn in Rb2S0.- single crystal: 
Chapter IV 
(b) Absorption Spectra of vanadyl ion doped in 
MgNH4P0^.6H20 (struvite) crystal: Chapter VI 
(c) Optical Absorption Spectrum of vanadyl ion 
deoped in Mg iNH^)^{SO^)2*(>tt2'^' Chapter VII 
(d) EPR and Optical Absorption study of VO^ "*" ion 
doped in (NH^)^Sb.(S0^)2F,2-single crystal: 
Chapter VIII 
(e) Optical Absorption Spectrum of vanadyl ion 
doped in Rb2S0^: Chapter IX. 
10 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORY OF ELECTRON PARMIAGNETIC RESONANCE 
2,1 Hamiltonian of a Free Ion; 
In paramagnetic resonance experiments, the 
quantitative measurements are made by using fine and hyperfine 
structure in the EPR spectrum. Usually a number of parameters 
describing various interactions are obtained by relatively 
simple calculations which are possible due to transformation 
of the actual Hamiltonian of the paramagnetic ion in the crys-
talline solid to spin Hamiltonian, 
Various terms occurring in the actual Hamiltonian 
of the free paramagnetic ion are described below in order of 
decreasing magnitude, 
(a) Coulomb Interaction; The interaction of electrons with 
the nucleus and with each other constitute this term [l] which 
is expressed by 
^ ( ^ - r - ) -^  ^ r^ (2.1) 
k ^^ ^k k>j ^ kj 
where Pj^  is the linear momentum of kth electron, Ze is the 
effective nuclear charge, rj^  is the radius vector joining kth 
electron to the nucleus and rj^. is the distance between the 
electrons j and k. The magnitude of this term is of the 
"5 -1 
order of 10 cm 
15 
(b) Spin-Orbit I n t e r a c t i o n ; The magnetic i n t e r ac t i ons between 
e lec t ron spins "?. and o r b i t a l angular momentum 1, [2] i s 
wr i t ten in the form 
^ ^ ^ j k T r ' k - ^ ^ j k ' j - ^ •^^ jk ' j - ' k^ ^2.2) 
where a-i,» ^ik» ^ik ^^® proportionality constants. The order 
2 3 - 1 
or magnitude of this term is 10 -10 cm , 
(c) Spin-Spin Interaction; This term [3] describes the 
interaction between the magnetic dipoles with spins s. and 
s. in the form given below, 
E4r [ -V^ 6 ^ - ^ ] (2.3) 
^Jk ^jk 
The contribution of this term is of the order of 1 cm" and 
represents a weak interaction. 
(d) Interaction with External Magnetic Field; A free parama-
gnetic ion situated in an external magnetic field H interacts 
to give the energy term 
I 4 = - (V^^k^- "" = P ("+25 ). H (2.4) 
The energy of interaction is of the order of 1 cm" . 
(e) Hyperfine Interaction: The free paramagnetic ion with 
nuclear spin I and nuclear magnetic moment [u, interacts with 
the local magnetic field, set up by the orbital and spin 
moments of the electrons. The interaction consists of two 
16 
terms-the dipole-dipolG interaction and the Fermi-contact 
interaction [4] and is written in the form 
2YPP Z [ 3 5 + J- d (r^) Sj^ .IJ 
^ ^k ^k 
(2.5) 
where PKJ is the Bohr nuclear magneton andY is the nuclear 
gyromagnotic ratio. The Fermi-contact interaction represented 
by the last term exists only for s-electrons. The energy 
-2 —1 
contribution of this term is of the order of 10 cm 
(f) Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction; The electrostatic 
interaction of the electrons v,/ith the quadrupole moment Q of 
the nucleus [5] is described by 
2^ _ WT.,^ 3(?,.I)2 2^Q y r 1(1+1) ^ i*'"^  - 1 (o A\ e 
-4 -1 
with a contribution of the order of 10 cm . 
(g) Interaction of Nuclear i.loment with Magnetic Field; The 
direct interaction [6] of nuclear moment YPM^ with the external 
magnetic field H is expressed in the form 
-7,3^15. "l (2.7) 
—4 —1 \ This term is very small (10 cm ) and is usually neglected 
unless specifically required. 
The terms (a) to (g) added together constitute 
the Hamiltonian of a free paramagnetic ion. 
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2.2 Effect of the Crystal Field; 
The effect of the crystal field of a definite 
symmetry at the site of the paramagnetic ion in the crystal 
may be represented by a crystal field potential V(x,y,z) so 
that the energy of the interaction is E -eV(x .,y .fz . ) . There 
•j J J J 
V(x.,y.,z.) is the crystal field potential at the location 
of jth electron. The potential V satisfies the Laplace's 
2 
equation xj V=0 and can be expanded in terms of normalized 
spherical harmonics as [7] 
V= J|V^.= S^In 5 ^ ^ " ^ (ej,0j) (2.8) 
where the terms have their usual meaning and A|" = (-1)" AT^ 
for real value of V and Y^ = (-l)"^  V" . The ligands producing 
the crystal field are supposed not to overlap the paramagnetic 
ion. 
The crystal field potential V has to be added 
to the free ion Hamiltonian if the ion is doped in the crystal. 
As V becomes a part of the Hamiltonian, it must transform as 
a totally symmetric representation under the symmetry operations 
of. the paramagnetic ion site symmetry group. The terms with 
odd n in V are dropped due to this restriction. The nuipber 
of terms is reduced further considerably by the nature of the 
paramagnetic ion. V/hen only d electrons of a paramagnetic 
ion are involved, all the terms with n>4 in V vanish. 
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In case of f Gloctrons, the terms upto n=6 are retained. 
The terms of the crystal field potential for d electrons in 
octahedral crystal field retained thus are-
V =Y^ + (ir5/l4) (Y^ + ¥4"^) (2.9) 
leaving out the common factor and choosing the four fold 
axis as the axis of quantization. 
The crystal field potential may be considered 
as a perturbation on the free ion Hamiltonian. To determine 
the effect of this term by perturbation theory, its magnitude 
must be compared with other terms in the Hamiltonian. Except 
Coulomb interaction most of the terms are smaller than V, 
therefore it is sufficient to consider the relative magnitudes 
of electronic repulsion, spin-orbit interaction and the crystal 
field potential torm.s. The relative magnitudes of these 
terms decide the nature of magnetism in solids. Three distinct 
cases that occur frquently are given below-
—• —^ 
(a) V<AL ,S - complexes of rare earths. 
(6) XL, S <V< z • - High spin complexes e.g. 
complexes of iron group. 
2 
^^^ 1 s • /I ^ ^ " Lov;^  spin complexes e.g. covalent k>jyi r,j 
where XL.S = E a ., 1. s, 
Jk 3 ! 
complexes like transition metal 
cynides. 
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For high spin complexes of iron group, the 
crystal field perturbation comes next to electron-electron repulsi-
on term .Therefore this perturbation has to be applied on Russel-
Saunders states (L-S coupling scheme) of free ions from 3d to 
9 
3d neglecting the spin-orbit interaction. 
The crystal field splits the R-S states removing 
some of the degeneracy. The splitting has been discussed by 
Bethe [8] on the basis of group theory which predicts only the 
pattern of splitting. The ordering of levels and their relative 
seperation can not be determined by group theory. 
The ground state terms of iron group (3d ) ions 
are given by Hund's rule and have either S,D or F orbital 
levels corresponding to L=0, 2 and 3, The splittings of these 
states due to a crystal field of cubic symmetry obtained by 
group theory are given below 
L = 0 S — > A^ 
L = 2 D -^ E+T2 
L = 3 F -» A2+E^+E2 
The paramagnetic ions Cr "*" or T?"*" have 3d^ configuration and 
3 
F as the ground state which according to above scheme splits 
3 
as F >• A2+Tj^  + T2„ where the terms have their usual 
meaning. 
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It is seen that the orbital motion has been 
quenched and the orbital degeneracy has been partly quenched 
or removed except in S- state ions (L=0). If the crystal field 
symmetry is lowered, the deg-eneracy is lifted further. Under 
orthorhombic or other lower symmetries, the orbital degeneracy 
may be completely lifted. The electrostatic field can not 
remove the degeneracy beyond a certain limit. According to 
Kramers Theorem [9],a system having an odd number of electrons 
3+ 2+ 2 + (e.g, Cr , Mn ,Co ) always possesses at least two fold 
degenerate levels in a crystal field of any symmetry . These 
levels may have only spin degeneracy and may be split by a 
steady magnetic field. 
The small displacements of ligand nuclei may 
lower the symmetry of the crystal field. The ground state 
of a paramagnetic ion, orbitally degenerate in high symmetry 
crystal field, may split due to this lowering of symmetry. 
Such splittings are known as Jahn-Teller splittings [10] and 
occur in Cu "^  in trigonal field and Fe^ "'"and Co^ "*" in octahedral 
field where there is no orbital degeneracy. 
As a consequence of Kramer's theorem and Jahn-
Teller effect, it may be supposed that the ground electronic 
state ( orbit and spin ) will be, a singlet, when the number 
of electrons is even and, a doublet, when the number is odd. 
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2.3 Spin-Hamiltonian; 
If all the perturbations are considered together 
and suitable transformations are made using only those states 
which are eigenstates of L and S, the total perturbation 
according to Condon and Shortly [l] Abragam and Pryce [11] 
and Bleaney and Stevens [l2]hasa complicated form for 
carrying out perturbation calculations. A simpler form is 
obtained by writing it in terms of effective spin as has 
been done by Pryce [13] and Abragam and Pryce [ll] using pertur-
bation theory. This procedure leads to the so-called 'spin 
Hamiltonian'. This concept of ' spin Hamiltonian' was intro-
duced by Abragam and Pryce [ll] into the basic theory of EPR 
and is very useful in carrying out the perturbation calcula-
tions and analysing the experimental data. As EPR is mostly 
confined to the ground state, in deriving the spin Hamiltonian 
from actual Hamiltonian, the ground state chosen is orbital 
singlet. The total Hamiltonian may be written in two parts 
as 
If =Ko +li' (2.10) 
whore TV includes all perturbing terms. H' can be written 
in a general form as 
:H' = E R.T. ( i = X, y, z ) (2.11) 
i ^ ^  
where R. operates only on spatial variables and T. only on 
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spin variables. Following Dirac notation, the ground orbital 
state is written as |0> and excited states as |n> with energies 
E(n), where n= 1,2,3 ... etc. By carrying out perturbation 
calculations to second order it may be shown [14] that 
<0|R.|n><n|R.|0> 
:K' = Z <0|RjO>V Z E E(nM 0) ^  V3 ^^'^^^ 
1 i,j n^O V / \ / J 
where i , j= x,y,z. 
The dominating terms of 3^ ' for iron group are spin-orbit 
interaction and electronic Zeeman interaction. Considering 
only these two terms,If' may be taken as >L. S+p (L+g S) H. In 
the scheme of (2.12) 3^ ' is expressed as follows 
trt' =\Z L.S. +PE L.H.+Pg^ ES.H. (2.13) 
j ^ i i i l l e ^ ^ i i 
First order perturbation calculations give 
<0| :H'|0> = > 2 <0|L. |0>S.+PE<0|L. |0>H.+pg^I<0)S |o> H. (2.14) 
1 1 1 
First two terms on the RHS of( 2,14)are zero because singlet 
orbital state carries no orbital angular momentum i.e. 
<0|L^|0> = <0|Ly|0> = <0|L^|0> =0 
The last term has no operator operating on the orbits and 
therefore 
g^ pS <0|S^|0>H^=ggP<0|0>1."H = g^ S^.^ H (2.15) 
as <0|0> =1 . Thus first order perturbation gives 
<0(H'|0> = g^ (3 "S."H (2.16) 
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Second order perturbations is dGtorminod from 
2 |<0| M.S^+pSJ4^+g^pL.H^ln> 
- E E 
ijnj^ O E(n) - E(0) 
in which the terms without orbital operators vanish because 
<0|n> is zero. The elements with orbital operators such as 
<0|L jn>, <OJL |n>,<0|L |n> are not zero and must be evaluated. 
The non-vanishing terms obtained thus are 
>^^<0|L. |n><n|L. |0> P^<0|L. (n><n|L. jO ij n ^ E(n)-E(0- 1 3 ij nj^ O •ETTTPETO; 
2Ap<0|L^|n><n|L. |0> 
ij nj^ O E(n)-ET0T i l ; (0) 
defined as 
Aij = ^^ —t(nl~E^0l - -•^ j^i ' 
the second order perturbation takes the form 
1 3 
(2.17) 
In terms of a tensor A• • 
<0|L.|n><n]L.|0> 
= E ^ (2 .18) 
- J . X ' /Nij S i V r.p2/. . . H.H.- E. 2 X P A , . H.Sj (2 .19) 
The sum of the f i r s t and second o rde r p e r t u r b a t i o n c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
given by (2 .16 ) and (2 ,19) i s w r i t t e n as 
n - > - * 
spin 
,-E X ^ A i j S,Sj 
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=Z Pg.. H.S.+2 D. S S^ -2 ^ A .. H.H. (2.20) 
where g^^ = (g^ S^J-2XA^J ) and D^^ = -^A^^ 
Leaving out the last term which represents an equal shift 
of all energy levels, the contribution becomes 
«.pin = f. P9lj "lSj+ f. hi h^j (2.21) 
This expression with components of spin S is so called spin 
Hamiltonian. The properties of the electron spin degeneracies 
of the lowest singlet orbital are described by the properties 
of the spin Hamiltonian. No representation is chosen for S. 
Considering a general form for ^ '^, the hyperfine, 
spin-spin, quadrupole and nuclear Zeeman interactions are also 
taken into account and only first order perturbation calcula-
tions are needed for additional contribution to If , .. Vi/ith 
spin 
these terms, the general spin Hamiltonian becomes 
«spin = l^ 9ij?"iSj % °ijSiSj * f^ A,jS..I. 
where gi^»D.., A.. and Q.. are second rank tensors coupling 
the vectors. This can bo written in abbreviated form as 
^spin^ PH.g.l +5.0.1 + l.A.*! +1.Q.1 -y^^ H.I (2.22) 
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Each tensor in (2.22) may be diagonalized in its principal 
axis system which is a system of orthogonal axes chosen 
on the basis of crystal field symmetry. This transformation 
reduces the number of components of tensors to three indepen-
dent diagonal elements or principal values. In general the 
principal axes of the tensors are not coincident, and in 
triclinic symmetry each one has a separate principal axes 
system • In higher symmetries some or all of them may coincide. 
All the tensors have a common principal axes system in orthor~ 
hombic symmetry. In this symmetry, three orthogonal directions 
are determined uniquely by the tv<;o-fold axes and reflection 
planes, and these serve as principal axes for all coupling 
tensors. The form of spin Hamiltonian for orthorhombic symm-
etry, leaving out the last two terms in (2,22) is 
^spin = ^ I PgiHiS.+A.S.I.] +D [ S2 - i S (S+l)] +E[ S^-s^ ] 
where i = x,y,z; D= D^ - i (D^ +^Dy) and E = ^  ^V^y^ ^^'^^^ 
The spin Hamiltonian for various symmetries including all the 
terms are well known [15,16]. A spin Hamiltonian operating 
on the effective spin functions and actual Hamiltonian opera-
ting on actual eigen functions give the same energy. 
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2.4 The parameters in the spin Hamiltonian : 
Tho EPR spectrum reflects the local symmetry 
of a paramagnetic ion and is very sensitive to variations 
in the environment of the ion. Through the use of spin 
Hamiltonian, these experimental data are summarised in a 
very direct and convenient way in terms of spin Hamiltonian 
parameters which are few in number and are discussed below 
(a) g-Tensor- The relative separation of Zeeman 
levels of a paramagnetic ion in a crystal field is dependent 
on g value in addition to the magnetic field H, For a free 
electron, the g value is 2.0023 and is known as free spin 
value,g . In many cases,the g value is close to g and diff-
ers from it in many other cases. In the principal axes 
system, g tensor is expressed as 
g =g = g 6. ._nv^  . . . (2.24) 
IfX=0, the g-tensor is isotropic with free spin value g . For 
any deviation from g , >^must not be zero i.e. spin-orbit 
interaction must be present. The shift in the g-value known 
as g-shift, (g-g ) is negative for the unfilled shells less 
than half full and positive for the shells more than half 
full. Thus the g-factors in solids(eq. 2.24) differs from 
Lande's splitting factor. In octahedral field, g is isotropic 
with g^ =g =g^; in tetragonal, trigonal or hexagonal field. 
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g is anisotropic with g -g T^g and in orxhorhombic field 
(b) Fine Structure Constants ( D and E): The 
equation( 2,20) shows the dependence of D on\and/\. .. It is 
a measure of the splitting of the ground state spin multiplot, 
in an axial crystal field, when hyperfine interaction and 
external magnetic field are absent. The splitting is dependent 
on spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction in the second order. 
If the crystal field has orthorhombic sym.metry then E represe-
nts the orthorhombic contribution given by the expression 
E ( S^ - S2 ) 
^ x y ' 
(c) Hyperfine constant (A):It depends on hyperfine 
interaction, Fermi-contact interaction and to some extent on 
spin-orbit interaction, and controls the separation between 
hyperfine levels. For orthorhombic symmetry, its three princi-
pal values A ,A and A are different; for axial, tetragonal and 
Ay it. 
trigonal symmetries A =A ^ k 
(d) Q-Tensor- It expresses the quadrupole interaction 
and may have axial and rhombic components. Its magnitude is 
very small and may be determined from forbidden hyperfine 
transitions, if, present in the EPR spectrum. 
2.5 Selection Rules; 
In EPR experiments, magnetic dipole transitions are 
induced between the Zeeman levels by the oscillating magnetic 
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field component of incident microwave radiation i.e» by 
H, cos 2Ai>t where i; is the frequency of radiation and U^ is 
the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field* The terms 
involving the magnetic field H in the spin Hamiltonian are 
P H.g.S and YPM H.I. The time dependent perturbation respon-
sible for transitions is obtained by replacing H with H^ 
cos 2r<i>t. This perturbation results in EPR as well as NN1R 
transitions. The NMR transitions are low frequency weak 
transitions and are ignored when dominant EPR transitions are 
present. Under these conditions, the allowed transitions are 
given by the selection rules » 
A Mj =+ 1 M= S, S-1, - (S-1 );-S 
<:im^ =0 m= 1,1-1, -(I-Ij^ -I 
Transitions are sone times, observed when AM ?^  + 1 and 
m^O and are known as fox:.idden transitions. The fine forbi-
dden transitions become allowed duo to the mixing of different 
M states whereas hyperfine transitions become allowed due to 
mixing of various mj states. 
2.6 Relaxation Processe^s: 
In electron paramagnetic resonance, the 
spins transferred to higher levels of the ground state multi-
plet must return to lov/er levels to keep the absorption of 
microwave energy continuous as it is necessary for the detectioj 
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of resonance absorption. The spins return to lower levels 
by two types of relaxation processes I the spin- iattic€ rela-
xation and spin-spin relaxation. In the spin-lattice relaxa-
tion process, the energy flows from the spin system to the 
lattice v/hich serves as a sink. In the spin-spin relaxation, 
the spins exchange energy among themselves, 
(A) Spin-Lattice Relaxation- A spin system initially in 
thermal equilibrium is disturbed by absorption of energy at 
resonance. It returns to thermal equilibrium by an exponen-
tial process with time constant T, by transferring its energy 
to lattice. The time constant T, is known as spin-lattice 
relaxation time or longitudinal relaxation time and is a 
measure of the energy transfer from paramagnetic ions to its 
surroundings. The crystal field at the paramagnetic ion 
site gets phonon modulated by energy transfer [13], Three 
main process of energy transfer [17] under spin-lattice 
relaxation are described below, 
(i) Direct Process - In this process the spin system 
emits phonon of energy equal to the difference in the 
energy of the two states between which the spin transi-
tion occurs. These phononsare absorbed directly by the 
lattice. This process is of importance at low tempera-
tures. 
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(ii) Raman Process- At higher temperatures, the relaxation 
proceeds by multiphonon process of which the Raman 
Process involving two phononsis most common. In this 
process, a phonon is scattered inelastically by the 
spin system resulting in the creation of another 
phonon of higher energy which is equal to the energy 
of the scattered phonon plus energy lost by the spin. 
(iii) Orbach Process- In this process a spin transferred 
to higher state of the ground state multiplet, by 
stimulated transition, goes to a level further higher 
in energy but not belonging to ground state. A direct 
spontaneous transition from that higher level to the 
initial level in the ground state results in the 
emission of a phonon. Low lying higher states for this 
type of process are found in rare-earth impurities 
doped in crystals. 
(B) Spin-Spin Relaxation- In this process, the spins that 
are close enough, exchange energy among themselves by 
nutual flip and regain thermal equilibrium exponentially 
with time constant T2 known as spin-spin relaxation time. 
^•^ EPR and Phase Transition(SPT); 
EPR studies can probe Structural Phase 
Transition (SPT) [ 18,19]. It is the rearrangement of the 
crystal lattice and consequently with a possible change 
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in crystal symmetry ..An order parameter is usually defined 
and is a system variable which is sensitive to thermal gradi-
ent near critical temperature . For investigating SPT of a 
system, a systematic study of temperature dependence of the 
response parameter is undertaken. Line width of EPR spectrum 
is one such parameter [20], The line widths depend on 
various factors»for example (i) life time (ii) spin-lattice 
relaxation (iii) spin-spin relaxation (iv) Crystal imperfec-
tions (v) inhomogenity of the external magnetic field. 
Consequently the line shapes are neither pure Gaussian nor 
pure Lorentzian [18], SPT is indicated by an anamolous behav-
iour of the intensity and line width near the transition 
temperature. These fluctuations are evidenced by EPR and 
could reveal the role of neighbours in some favourable cases. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
EXPERIMENTAL 
3.1 General: 
A brief description of the various equipments 
required and used for the experimental work is given. The 
equipments used for EPR and optical absorption studies include-
(a) Varian E-line X-band EPR spectrometer ( Model E-109) 
(b) A gaussmeter Varian model E-500 (c) A two-axes crystal 
rotating device (d) A variable temperature controller ( model 
varian E-257/V/L-257 ) and (e) Pye Unicam PU 8800 and Beckman 
DU-6 spectrophotometers. 
3.2 EPR Spectrometer;* 
EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian E~lc*ne 
Century Series spectrometer model E-109* which operates at 
X-band frequencies (-^  9.3 GHz ), All the spectra were recorded 
with a 100 KHz field modulation. The maximum calibrated power 
available was 200 mW, Conventional first derivative of absor-
ption signals were recorded. Depending on the experimental 
situation^various scan ranges between 0.08T to LOT with appro-
priate scanning rates were used. The high frequency modulation 
field amplitude ranged typically from 5X10 mT to 0,5CtaT with 
E-231 rectangular (TEJ^Q2) cavity ( unloaded QA> 7000 ) at 
100 KHz field modulation. Sample tubes and rods used, were 
* EPR spectrometer manual for model E-109; Publication 
No.87-125-041 Varian Instrumentation Division U.S.A. 
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made of quartz with outer diameters upto 10 mm. An incident 
microwave power level of'-' 2 mW was found to be adequate for 
most of the cases to give a good signal to noise ratio at 
3 
normal gain levels of 1X10 . The field stability of the 
spectrometer after stabilisation is of the order of 10 ppm 
with temperature coefficients of 2 ppm/C° between 0.3T and 
1.5T. The schemetic diagram of the EPR spectrometer is given 
in Fig. 3.1. 
3.3. Gaussmeter; 
The magnetic field was calibrated very accura-
tely ( IXIO"" mT + 2ppm ) with a digital gaussmeter of the 
type Varian model E-500 which provided an accurate, convenient 
and reliable method of field measurement with the help of a 
small in-cavity probe and a built - in display. The unit also 
provided a choice of manual or automatic search for the magne-
tic field with continuous tracking in auto-mode. A small acce-
ssory probe was used to measure the magnetic field directly at 
the centre. A marker display cable was used to relay marker 
on the EPR spectrometer console recorder and display the NMR 
resonance directly on the spectrometer's oscilloscope. The 
microwave resonant frequency was measured by using a DPPH 
standard marker ( g=2.0036 + 0.0002 ). 
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3,4 Two Axes Crystal Rotating Device; 
For a single crystal it was required to 
ascertain the principal crystal field axes (X,Y,Z) as defined 
in Chapter II. A two-.axes goniometer was used for this purpose 
and this arrangement provided the facility of orienting the 
magnetic field along any desired direction in any plane of the 
crystal. The principal axes were determined in the following 
way. The crystal was rotated first independently about hori-
zontal and vertical axes and a orientation was searched so that 
the spread of the spectrum was maximum . Thus knowing one such 
direction of maximal spread in fine and / or hyperfine 
structure the other two axes can be searched out in a plane 
perpendicular to the previously determined direction. The 
directions are referred to as Z,Y and E- directions in order 
of their maximal spreads i.e. the direction of maximum spread 
is referred to as the Z-direction of the magnetic complex, 
while the minimum of the three maximal spreads is referred 
to as the ^-direction of the magnetic complex. After deter-
mining the three axes, the crystal could be cut or the mount-
ing end of the quartz sample holder would be cut to facili+ate 
the angular rotation of the crystal about the desired direc-
tion/ axis. The powdered samples were filld in quartz sample 
tubes of about 10 mm outer diameter for EPR recording.pig.3,2 
shows a two axes, crystal rotating device inside the cavity. 
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3.5 Variable Temperature Accessory; 
An accessory, for the purpose of temperature 
variation, used, was Varian model E-257/WL-257. It automati-
cally controlled the sample temperature within a range from 
88K to 573K. This accessory provides a facility to maintain 
the desired sample temperature for a sustained length of time 
with an accuracy of about 0.5K. The main components consists 
of a dewar insert for the cavity heater sensor assembly, elect-
ronic temperature control unit, transfer dewar, heat exchanger 
coil, liquid nitrogen storage dewar, associated mounting hard-
ware and also a source of dry nitrogen, capable of supplying 
dry nitrogen flov/ upto a limit of 1 cubic meter per hour. 
Fig. 3.3 shows a schematic diagram of the assembly. To attain 
a low temperature of 77K a quartz dewar compatible with E-231 
cavity, provided with a cold finger was used. In this arrange-
ment the liquid nitrogen was used to cool the sample directly 
inside the cavity in a sample tube. The actual temperature 
of the sample was measured with the help of potentiometer 
using a copper constantan thermocouple junction at the sample. 
The over all accuracy of the measured temperature was of the 
order of 0.5K, The temperature stability at the sample was 
found to be within a range of + 0.5K after stabilization. 
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3.6 Spectrophotometers; 
The optical absorption spectra were recorded 
with Pye Unicam PU-SSOO or Beckman DU-6 spectrophotometers. 
The two spectrophotometers comprised quartz-halogen and 
deuterium arc sources with a double monochromater calibrated 
in the range of 190-900 nm utilising master holographic 
gratings having 120 lines per mm and blazed at 250 nm giving 
a m.inimum bandpass of 0.1 nm. Throughout the range 190-900nm 
the uncertainty in the measurement of wavelength was*-0.3 nm 


































^ '9» 3*2—device to rotate the single crystal inside the cavity about 
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ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY OF Mn^ "*" IN Rb2S04 
SINGLE CRYSTAL* 
4.1 Introduction; 
The sulphates of ammonium, rubidium and 
cesium are isomorphous with K2SO.. The crystal structure,of 
this isomorphous series has been determined very accurately. 
The EPR studies of Mn^^ in K2SO4 [l] and (NH4)2S04 [2] were 
first reported by Chowdari and Venkateswarlu. Further investi-
gations on these systems were carried out by Freeman et al [3] 
and Abdulsavirov et al [4], Jagannadhan and Venkateswarlu [5] 
and Abulsovirov et al [6] also studied Mn doped CS2SO4 by 
2+ EPR* The present chapter deals with EPR investigations of Mn 
doped Rb2S04 which hitherto has remained unexplored by EPR, 
4.2 Crystal Structure; 
The crystal structure of rubiduim sulphate 
has been determined by Ogg [?]. Recently, Schlemper and 
Hamilton have redetermined its structure by neutron diffra-
ction [8], The orthorhombic unit cell of Rb^SO^ ( space group 
Pnma) has dimensions ( at 25°C), a=0.780l, b=0.5965 and 
c= 0.10416 nm [9], The general positions of atoms in the 
space group Pnma are; 
The contents of this chapter are published in Acta Physica 
Polonica 65 409 (1984). 
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(4c) + (u,l/4, v; u+1'2, 1/4, 1/2-v) 
(8d) + (x y z; x+l/2, 1/2-y, 1/2-z; x,l/2-y,z; 1/2-x, 
YfZ+l/2) with parameters for ^250^ given in Table 4-1 
Table 4,1 The position of the various atoms in a unit cell 






















































Rb ions lie in two planes b/2 apart (cf Fig,4.1), The 
positions of the Rb ions are not equivalent. Of the eight 
Rb ions in the unit cell, the four Rb"*'(I) - type [7] are 
bonded to eleven oxygen atoms each and the remaining four 
Rb (II) -type to nine oxygen atoms each. The distance of 
closest approach is same for both kinds and is Rb-O =0.289 nm. 
The distance of closest aproach of metal Rb(l)-Rb(Il) =0.375nm, 
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4.3 Experimental! 
2+ Single crystals of RbgSO^ doped with Mn 
were grown from an aqueous solution of Rb^SO^ added with 
small amount (0,5'/. by weight) of MnSO^ at room temperature by 
slow evaporation. EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian 
V-4502 X-band spectrometer provided with a 9-inch electro-
magnet and 100 kHz field modulation. 
4*4. Result and Discussion: 
For an arbitrary orientation of the crystal 
relative to the steady magnetic field B, the EPR spectra at 
298K consist of a large number of lines arising from more 
2+ than one type of Mn sites. The lines from one type of 
2+ Mn sites are more intense. We have identified these intense 
lines and refer them to belong to main spectrum-I arising from 
2+ 
main Mn sites. The principal Z- axis of the main spectrum-I 
is located at an angle of 40 + 2° with the c-axis in the 
ac-plane. The principl Y-axis is along the b-axis. Fig.4.2 
shows the main spectrum-I marked on the top; B is parallel 
to the Z-axis and the lines of only four fine structure 
transitions are seen. The fifth (+5/2^+3/2) or the extreme 
low field transition is not observed because the centre of 
the spectrum-I lies at about 0.34T in the X-band while the 
separation between the central (+ 1/2-•-1/2) and the extreme 
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low field transition is larger ('>' 0.4T). 
The spectrum-II marked at the bottom in 
Fig. 4,2 has nearly half the width of the main spectra and 
2+ 
arises from another set of main Mn sites with their princ-
ipal Z-azis at 40+2° on the other side of the c-axis in the 
2+ 
ac-plane. Thus two equivalent sets of main Mn sites incli-
ned equally to the c-axis, have nearly 80° difference in the 
orientation of their principal Z-axes in the ac-plane (Fig.4,1). 
The main spectrum-I is explained if one 
assumes that Mn ions are charge-compensated by Rb (l)-
Rb (II) vacancy pairs as shown in Fig. 4,1. Thick lines in 
Fig, 4,1 joining the adjacent in-the-plane Rb (l)-Rb (Il)sites 
make angles of + 39 with the c-axis in the ac-plane and are 
2+ thus nearly parallel to the Z-axes of the main Mn sites. 
The site symmetry at any point on these lines is C-,. However, 
the principal axes determined experimentally show nearly 
2+ 
orthorhorabic symmetry for Mn site. Therefore the spin-
Hamiltonian [lO] appropriate for Mn^"^ (5=5/2,1=5/2) in 
orthorhombic symmetry has been used to analyse the main 
spectrum-I. 
^^gPB.l+D [ S^ - I S(S+1)] 
+E[ S2-S2] + 1 [S^ + S^  +S^ - i s (S+l) 
i3S^ +3S - 1 ) ] H-XA."? (4.1) 
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where symbols have their usual meaning. The values of the 
/ -4 -1\ . 
parameters obtained ( in the units of 10 cm ) are given 
below [11]. 
D= -938+3 g^ = 2.0184+.0006 A^= -84.7+0.5 
E= 19+5 g^ = 1,983+0.001 A^= -84,7+0.5 
a= 7.4+1 g = 2.000+0.001 A = -84,5+0.5 
The signs of the parameters are only relative, D is as large 
as in CspSO. [s]. A is isotropic within experimental error. 
The g-factor is anisotropic and its deviation from free spin 
value may be mainly due to neglect of additional fourth order 
fine structure terms required in the spin-Hamiltonian to acco-
unt for low site symmetry. The remaining part of the spectrum 
is yet to be identified. 
There is no appreciable change in the nature 
of spectra on cooling the crystal from room temperature to 
liquid nitrogen temperature. 
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GENERAL THEORY OF EPR AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION OF VO^ "^  
5,1 General; 
Vanadium (Z=23) is a member of d block 
transition series. Its ground state electronic configuration 
is (Ar) 3d 4s . It has a great chemical affinity to oxygen 
and readily forms a number of oxycations. Its remarkable 
stability and many interesting magnetic and spectral proper-
ties have been studied by several investigators [l-io]. The 
simplest and stable form is VO^ "'' known as Vanadyl ion which 
is supposed to have a tetravalent vanadium ion V^ "^  [(Ar) 3d'^ ] 
and a closed cell 0^~ ion [(Ne)-""^ ]. VO^ "*" always occurs coor-
dinated to other groups both in solid state and the solution 
bringing the total coordination number of Vanadium to five 
or six. The configuration of VO ion has a single unpaired 
d electron attached to tetravalent vanadium ion and is similar 
to various other ions with d* electronic configuration 
(cf So , Ti ). However, its bonding with the oxygen is 
highly covalent and a better description involves aCV^O)^"^ 
molecular core with a partial covalent triple bond character 
to which a single unpaired electron is added in a ^^ non-
bonding orbital. The non-bonding orbital which lies in the 
plane perpendicular to the V-O bond is centered on the 
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vanadium ion forming a n - bond. The description of the 
molecular ion VO is based on an LCAO-MO (Linear combin-
ation of atomic orbitals-molecular orbitals) theory of the 
complex V0(H20)^"^ by Ballhausen and Gray [ll] (cf Fig. 5.1). 
They have shown that the d* electron occupies a non-bonding 
orbital of b2 Symmetry, and the resulting ground state is an 
orbital singlet. 
5.2 Molecular Orbital Scheme for V0(H20)^'^ 
The 3d,4s and 4p metal orbitals take part 
in bonding with 2s, 2p (2p ) and 2p - (2p ,2p ) orbitals 
of (metal) oxide oxygen, and the sp hybrid orbitals for the 
water oxygen. The longer vanadium to oxygen bond-length 
(0.23nm) and the orientation of combining orbitals (forming 
a %- bond) has a little overlap and appears to be unlikely. 
The transformation scheme for the (Vanadium) 
metal and oxygen (water) ligand orbitals in C. is given in 
Table 5-1, while specifying the form of molecular orbitals . 
In VO (H20)^"^ the V^O bond is strongest 
(bond length 0,167 nm), the four waters in the square plane 
are equivalent being attached more strongly (bond length 
0.23 nm ) than the axial water molecule, which is the 
weakest bond ( bond length 0.24 nm) of all. With these 
2 J. 
consideration, the bonding in V0(H20)c can be pictured as 
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Table 5-1 
Transformation scheme for metal and ligand orbitals in 
*-'4v symmetry [ll]* 
Representation Vanadium orbitals Ligand orbitals 
^1 3d,2-f4s a^ 
^5(2p^,2py) 
(a^-03)/V2,(cj2-04)/r2 
bj. 3d^2_y2 (a^-.a2+a3-a^)/2 
^2 
(a) there is a strong a bond of symmetry aj^  between the sp 
oxygen hybrid orbital (a^) and the (4s+3d22) vanadium hybrid 
orbital,(b) Two n- bonds of symmetry e between the vanadyl 
oxygen 2p and 2p orbitals (11=) and the vanadium 3d and 
X y O XZ 
3d orbitals. These three bonds explain as to why vanadyl 
y^ 
VO has the strongest link in V0(H20)^'*', The four waters in 
the square plane are equivalent and the sp^ hybrid orbital 
of these equivalent water oxygens (Ci^ cfptcro and c/) with the 
vanadium (4s-3d 2)(a,),4p and 4p (e) and 3d 2 2 (b,) 
^ -*• A y X "*y i 
^ -  
4 s - 3 d 2 
z 
4 p , 
^\z^^\^ 
4P^ , 4py 
  X - y 
3d 
XV 
orbitals make the next four bonds. The sixth ligand, 
the axial water oxycien (cr^ ) is bonded to the remaining 
vanadium 4p (a,) orbital. Thus 3d vanadium orbital, 
of svmraetry bp is non-bonding. In this tetragonal symmetry, 
2+ the paramagnetism of VO arises due to the unpaired electron 
in the non-bonding B2 orbital ( or a 3d atomic orbital) 
having nodes along the square planp.r oxygen directions. The 
axially symmetric g and A tensors can be Obtained for this 
case. Distortions from pure C^ symmetry are expected to 
cause departure from this axial symmetry and the g and A 
parameters differ much along and perpendicular to this axis, 
expressed as g^, , g^^ and A^ , and Aj_ , The levels e^and b^ ^ 
in the neighbourhood of b^ level give an anisotropic g 
values expressed by the follovdng relation [ll], 
g = 2,0023 [ 1- ±tt^^] 
^2, (5,1) 
and g, = 2,0023 [ 1 JU--6.,.] 
where/\^^= ^E (b2->-b^) and A^f A E (b^'-^ e* ), X is the 
spin-orbit coupling constant, ^ and y indicate the covalent 
character of metal to ligand bonding and A,»and Aj^are the 
energy separation between the two levels (cf Fig, 5.2). If 
O 2 
there is no covalent bonding then £"" = y =!• Covalent 
bonding reduces [l2] the hyperfine splitting due to the 
nuclei of the paramagnetic centre itself as this splitting 
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-3 depends on <r > , Consequently, it increases the super-
hyperfine splitting due to the nuclei of the the ligands 
surrounding the ioni The fact| that» all vanadyl complexes 
occur with covalent bonding, has been verified by comparing 
EPR data with the optical data and X- ray analysis* 
2+ 5• 3 Optical Absorption Stud_^ y of VQ _ t 
The EPR results can be better interpreted if 
the position of excited levels are also known because the 
ground state is hardly ever a pure state. The spin-orbit 
coupling causes Stark levels associated with other orbitals 
arising from the same parent to intermix. For optical absor-
ption we consider the number of Stark levels into which each 
ionic level is split, which depends upon the strength and 
symmetry of the crystal fir Id and various interactions betw-
een the excited levels. Very often there are many optical 
absorption lines, therefore one can evaluate the crystal 
field strength and the initial separation of parent state 
and subsequently the ground state. However, most of the 
work done by EPR lacks optical absorption study of the same 
host. 
2+ The energy level diagram for VO ion in a 
C^^ symmetry of the crystal field is shown in Fig.S.i , The 
degree of tetragonality is specified by the parameters Dq, 
Ds and Dt» lODq refers to the energy difference between the 
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? 9 
ground s t a t e "T^ and '"£-. . If a te t ragonal per turba t ion 
r e s u l t s in an ax ia l compression, then, '~Tp i s s p l i t up 
p o p 2 
i n t o , Pjrs^ and E , and EQ, i s s p l i t up in to , B, and 
o 
•^ A, , levels. These levels have also been interpreted 
satisfactorily on the basis of crystal field theory (CFT) 
and accordingly we have[11 ] 
-^Bo — ^ "^E^  = /^ , = - 3 Ds + 5 Dt 2g g 
2 . . ^ 2 = ,:V = 10 Dq 
2g Ig 
2R ^ 2. '•= /\ = 10 Dq-4Ds-5Dt (5.2) 
^2F I^g 
in order of increasing energy. Since the electric dipole 
vectors transforn as, A, and E, in C. sYrm"aetry, only the 
first transition is allovie^ orhitally [ll]. The transitions 
second and third are allowed vibronically and are expected 
to appear as relatively weak bands in all polarisations [ll]. 
2 
The transition B^ *-"-^  A, is often found hidden under the 
2g Ig 
first charge transfer band which sets in, at about, 
-4 -1 3.0 X 10 cm . Hov^ever, it has been observed in some 
vanadyl complexes. 
5'4 S^iilJlamJJ_jt£nJ^n^^_^^ : 
As discussed above, in a vanadyl ion complex, 
the unpaired electron is in the orbitally singlet state b^. 
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Vi/hen a magnetic field is applied this spin-doublet splits 
into two levels and EPR can be observed between these two 
levels and thus wo have a case of effective spin S= ^  and 
the crvstal field terras do not enter the spin Hamiltonian, 
The single unpaired electron S=^ interacts with a single 
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vanadium nucleus ( V, 1= -^y 99.8>< abundant). The resonance 
data are described by a spin-Hamiltonian given by [l3], 
neglecting the quadrupole and nuclear-Zeeman interaction, 
;)4=!3Tl,g.^ + J.A.l (5.3) 
1 7 
where S= r^ and 1 = 9' 3nd the other symbols have their usual 
meaning. The resonance field values of the above Hamiltonian, 
assuminc; that the orincipal axes of g and A coincide, have 
[13] 
been calculated by Abragam and 31eaney/and by Bleany [14] , 
For the case of axial symmetry, the expressions can be u'orked 
to be 
o 
_ 2 (A?, - A^^f r, 2 2 hii 
I — • ^ - ^ ~ g- gf s in ^26 where H = ^ ; (5.4 ) 
8H r . g ^ 0 gfj 
0 ^ 
2 2 2 2 2 7 7 
g = g,, cos 0 + g^ s m 9; m^  va r i e s from - i ' to +2- ,* 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 
K g = A^ . g.^  cos 0 + A^^ g^ sin~0 and 0 i s the angle 
between symmetry axis i . e . the Z-axis and the s t a t i c 
magentic f i e l d U and nis the resonant microwave frequency 
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The parameters K, A,, and Aj_ are expressed in units of 
gauss. They arc also expressed in units of cm , The 
following conversion relation is used to correlate the two 
systems of units 
Value (Gauss) = Value (cm"-'-)x (^) 
= 0.46685g x lO"^ cm~^. (5.5) 
where c is the velocity of light. 
For a rapidly tumbling ion,the g and A anisotropy 
is averaged out to give isotropic g and A values 
g. =g = tr E g • • = o' ( g + 2g, ) (5,6) 
^iso ^o 3 .__, ^11 3 ^ M^ -*'.' 
^so =^ 0 - I ll^hi = k ( Au+ 2AJ (5.7) 
The resonant field expresExons given by eqs.(5.6)and(5.7 )then 
become 
where H = -^^^ 
o g^p 
^• ^  Correla^ ti^ on_j.jX Optical and EPR data; 
The relev-^ ,nt tiioory of optical absorption of 
vanadyl complexes [l5,16] and correlation with 3PR data have 
been given in the following chapters as required. 
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ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF VANADYLrlON DOPED IN MgNH^PO^.SH^O 
SINGLE CRYSTAL* 
6.1 Introduction; 
Magnesium ammonium phosphate hoxahydrate, 
(MgNH4P04,6H20) known as struvite has been found to occur in 
nature as a mineral or biomineral [l] and its major importance 
is related to its presence in human urinary sediments and in 
vesical and renal calculi [l]. It has been thoroughly inves-
tigated by mineralogists, physicists and chemists from differ-
ent interests. One of the interest is to dissolve or prevent 
the formation of stone in human urinary system. Many interes-
ting chemical and physical properties have been studied, A 
detailed study of growth morphology of struvite in synthetic 
crystals has been carried out recently by Abona and Boistelle 
[l]. It was felt interesting to study the behaviour of VO 
ion doped in synthetic struvite. Results of an EPR and 
2+ 
optical absorption study of VO ion doped struvite single 
crystal are reported here, 
6.2 Experimental; 
(a) Crystal growth and characterisation- Crystals 
of struvite were obtained by the technique given in [l]. 
* 
The contents of this chapter are published in qoiin Q+n+^ Commun,- 52 417-421 (1984). puoiisned m Solid State 
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MgS04.7H20 and NH4H2P0^ of AR grade were taken in equal 
molar ratios and dissolved in distilled water. The two 
solutions were prepared for the same molar strength. The pH''7 
was adjusted, if required, by the dropwise addition of NH^OH 
solution and the t\wo solutions were mixed. For doping, little 
amount of VOSO..6H2O was added to this solution by about 0.1-
-3,0j^ by weight , Crystals with^OOlJ dominant faces and of 
tabular form were obtained by adjusting pH'^ 7. Crystals were 
analysed chemically and by X-rays. It was easy to find out 
crystallographic axes from morphological features alone as 
reported in refrence [l], 
resonance 
(b) EPR Spectrum - Electron paramagnetic/spectra 
(EPR) were recorded on X-band (/- 9.3 GHz} EPR spectrometer 
Varian model E-109 with 100 KHz field modulation. The sample 
was rotated about a vertical axis with the help of goniometer 
inside a rectangular cavity, operating in T E,Qp mode (Q'^VOOO), 
A goniometer with two degrees of freedom was used for orient-
ing the crystal in desired planes and searching out the direc-
tions of Z-axis for different vanadyl complexes 'Magnetic 
field was measured with a digital gaussmeter Varian model 
E-500 and the microwave frequency was measured by using a 
DPPH standard marker (g=2.0036+ 0.0002). EPR spectra of powder 
sample were recorded at room temperature (RT) and at Liquid 
Nitrogen Temperature ( LNT ) by crushing single crystals 
into a fine powder. 
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(c) Optical Absorption Spectrum- Optical absorption 
spectra in a single crystal at RT were recorded on a spectro-
photometer model Pye Unicam PU8800 operating in the range 
190 to 900 nm. The crystals selected for optical absorption 
study contained a relatively high vanadyl concentration. 
6.3 Crystal Structure; 
Struvite crystallizes [l,2] in orthorhombic 
class with unit cell dimensions a =0.6941, b =0.6137 and 
c =1.1199 nm. There are two formula units per unit cell. The 
space group is Pmn2,. The structure consists of regular 
PO^" tetrahedra, distorted Mg(H20)^ octahedra with a mean 
Mg-0 distance equal to 0.20711 nm and NH. groups, which are 
held together by hydrogen bonding. Depending on the orienta-
tion of water octahedron either two or four water molecules 
lie on the mirror plane and all other water molecules lie at 
least 0.12 nm away from it. Figure 6.1 shows,in clinographic 
projection down the a-axis, one unit coll of struvite. The 
three preferential V=0 bond directions are also shown by 
arrows. In Table 6-1 the position parameters of Mg-atom and 
water molecules in MgNH4P046H20 are given [l]. Only one of the 
Mg-octahedra is considered. The other is related by the 
Pmn2^ symmetry. In Table 6-II interatomic distances of 
various Mg-O (W) and bond angles in MgNH4P0.6H20 showing a 
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distorted. Mg-octahedron are given. Table 6-III shows the 
direction cosines of the six water molecules with respect to 
Mg in abc-framo. Table 6-IV gives the polar angles of the 
six water molecules orientation in the same abc-frame. 
Table 6-1 
Position parameters of Mg-atoms and water molecules in 






























Distances of various Mg-O(W) bonds and bond angles in 
NH4MgP04.6H20 showing a distorted Mg-octahedron. 
Bond Distance in nm Bond angle Anglo ( ) 
Mg-O(Wj^) 0.21076 0(W^)Mg-0(W3) 91.54 
Mg-0(W2) 0.20940 0(Vi^)-Nig-Oi^^) 89.51 
Mg-0(W3) 0.20687 0(W2)-Mg-0(W3) 90.24 
Mg-O(W^) 0.20687 0(W2)-Mg-0(W^) 88.67 
Mg-O(W^) 0.20460 0(W3)-Mg-0(W4) 94.00 
Mg-O(W^) 0.20460 0(W5)-Mg-0(W^) 91.17 
Table 6--III 
Direction cosines of Mg-W vectors in one of the Mg-octahedra 






























Polar angles of Mg-V/ vectors in abc frame for one of the 
Mg-octahedra. 
















W marked with 
asterisks are the 
preferred Waters to 
be replaced by oxygens 
of V=0 bonds in doped 
crystals; based on 
EPR study. 
6.4 Theory : 
Vanadium in its tetravalent state invaribly 
2+ 
exists as the molecular VO ion (Vanadyl). This molecular 
ion has been the subject of extensive EPR [3] and optical 
absorption studies [4] in a variety of host lattices. In an 
octahedral symmetry the single unpaired d electron occupies 
two energy levels viz. ^ E and ^T2,latter being the ground 
state. If some how, the symmetry is lower than octahedral, 
then, these levels split further into (^ B^  , ^ E ) and 
2 2 
^ ^ Ig' ^ Ig^ levels respectively [5] (cf Fig. 5.2). The 
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EPR spectra have been analysed using a spin Hamiltonian for 
1 7 2+ 
an orbitally nondegonerate electron (S= ^ , 1= ^  for VO 
ion ) [6] 
>6= pS.grH+S.A.I (6.1) 
where the symbols have their usual meaning. The g and A 
tensors are assumed to possess coincident axes. The express-
ions given by Bleaney [7] for the solution of the spin 
Hamiltonian (6,1) (axial symmetiy) were used to obtain the 
spin Hamiltonian parameters (cf Chapter V). 
6.5 Re^ su^ lts and .,pi_s_cy_sji_ioji t 
The angular behaviour of the EPR spectra in 
the three principal crystal planes revealed the presence of 
three inoquivalent symmetry related pairs of octets (set of 
1 7 
eight lines characteristic of S= •s-, I = •^  ion). Figure 
6.2 shows the EPR spectrum in the b'c mirror plane along 
c-axis. Along c-axis,two pairs of octets ( II and III ) 
become almost equivalents and only two sots of octets, one 
intense and one weak, are observed. At orientations away 
from c-axis in be plane,these three pairs split into(cf 
Fig. 6.3 ) individual components giving rise to a 48 line 
complex spectrum ( corresponding to six symmetry related 
octets). These three pairs could be attributed to three 
magnetic complexes of axial symmetry with their Z-directions 
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along three different V=0 bonds. Table 6-IV gives a list of 
all possible V=0 bond directions. In the present system^the 
vanadyl ion has bonded with W, , W^ and W^ as has been verified 
experimentally by EPR studies. The three magnetic complexes 
have populations in the ratio 1:4;10 and are to be referred 
as I,II and III respectively henceforth. Fig,6.4 shows a 
plot of angular variations of the positions of hyperfine 
lines in xy- and yz- planes for complex III. A plot of the 
calculated g-value and experimental g-value variation is also 
given in Fig. 6.5 and is found to fit the relation 
g (e) = g^ cos^9+ gf sin^O (6.2) 
The above results can be explained on the assumption that 
4+ V ions enter substitutionally for divalent metal ion sites 
and get associated with one oxygen to form a V=0 bond along 
a favourable metal water direction within a given water 
octahedron with different preference and form NH.P0.V0(H20)^ 
complexes. 
The spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained for 
the three vanadyl complexes from siggle crystal and powder 
spectra are given in Table 6-V, The corresponding V=0 bond 
directions are also defined w,r.t, abc frame. Powder spectra 
were also recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature and the spin 
Hamiltonian parameters were found to be almost same both at 
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room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. The presence of only 
two sets of octets ( one corresponding to static magnetic 
field H parallel to V=0 bond marked as a-^ to ag and the other 
—> 
corresponding to H perpendicular to V=0 bond marked as b^ to 
bg (cf. Fig 6,6) in the powder spectrum both at RT and LNT 
indicates that all the vanadyl complexes are magnetically 
equivalent. The spin Hamiltonian parameters also suggest 
that all the three vanadyl complexes are essentially of similar 
nature with only V=0 bond directions differing in 
both orientation and preference v/ise. The corresponding 
V=0 bond directions are also shown in Fig. 6,1. Although the 
MgCHoO)^"*" octahedra are slightly distorted [1,2] (cf Table 6-II), 
the values of the spin Hamiltonian parameters reveal an axial 
2+ 
symmetry of the corresponding VO complexes. The values of 
g and A tensors are in good agreement with those obtained for 
2+ VO complexes in other host crystal hexahydrates (Table 6-VI). 
The absorption spectra (cf Fig. 6.7) 
recorded at room temperature showed absorption peaks centred 
at 849.9, 606.2 and 368.8 nm. The first one being relatively 
very intense, the second appearing as a shoulder and third 
being a weak band in the vicinity of much more intense charge 
transfer band. A similar typo of bands have been observed 
also in vanadyl doped Cs2(Zn,Cd)(50^)2. 6H2O crystals [4], The 
nature and positions of the bands confirm them to be the 
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characteristic bands of vanadyl complex with C^^ symmetry. 
The three observed bands at 11766, 16496 and 27144 cm" are 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
assigned transitions B2 —->• E , B^ > Bj^  and B2 -—> A^^ 
respectively ( cf Fig. 5.2 ). The present optical absorption 
results can be interpreted satisfactorily on the basis of 
crystal field theory [8], Energy levels can be fitted to the 
above mentioned assignments where [9] 
Ej^ (^ B2 — > ^E ) =Aj^= -3Ds +5 Dt = 11766 cm""'-
E^i^B^ —^ ^B.) =A„= 10 Dq = 16496 cm""^  ^^'^^ 
^3^^^2g—^ ^^Ig^ = /I = 10 Dq-4 Ds-5 Dt= 27114 cm""'-
with the octahedral crystal field parameter Dq=1649.6 cm" 
and the tetragonal crystal field parameters Ds =-3202 cm" 
and Dt = 432 cm" . The ojjcical absorption and EPR data can 
be correlated to work out the molecular orbital (MO)coeffi-
cients. The data in Table 6-V could be used to work out 
parameters P,K and bj^  in the basic relations [lo] 
A^= P [ ( K 4 ) b^ +( li) (Zig^ -, D^)], 
A,, = P[ (K 4 ) b^ +( ^  g +D.» ) + 7 ( ^  g^  + Di ) ] 
where P (=2,0023pPj^ <r >) is the dipolar coupling constant; 
K the isotropic hyperfine coupling parameter ( Fermi-contact 
parameter ); D^^ and D^ small correction terms arising from 
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the second order perturbation :/ig, = 2.0023 - g^^ ^  and b, is 
the mixing parameter in the ground state orbital of the 
unpaired electron, i.e. 
ygs= ^i\d> +/l-b2| ligand> 
To calculate P and K from equation (6,4) it was assumed 
P 2+ 
that bT" =1 and D^,^  and D^ are negligibly small for VO 
complexes [lO]. From powder EPR data the following values 
of P and K are obtained. 
P = - 122.7 X lo""^  cm"-*-; K= 0.888. 
If bp orbital is considered to be non-bonding, then, the 
g and A parameters for the vanadyl complex can be written 
in terms of MO coefficients and energy splittings as [ll] 
Ag.. = 8 (Ap2)/E2, 
Ag^ = 2(>Y^)/E^, 
^ 4 8(>p^) 6(XY^) 
and A,^  = P [ -(^+K)- --g—^ ~y^~-^ ] (6.5) 
2 2 
where ^-^ and y ^^^ the bonding coeficients of the excited 
I X -y > and ((xz> |yz>) orbitals, >. is the spin orbit coupl-
ing parameter which is assumed to be equal to 170 cm" for 
vanadyl ion [lO] and Ej^  and E^ are the energy splittings 
given by equation (6.3). Using the EPR and optical data 
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2 
equations (6,5) can be so."/ed to obtain K=0.888,p, =0.872 
o 2 2 
and Y = 0,770. The parameters P-j^  and Y represent the 
in-plane and out-of- plane bonding respectively. The 
parameter K is related to the unpaired electron density at 
the vanadium nucleus. The parameter K has been found to be 
very sensitive to even small deformations of the electron 
orbitals of the vanadium ion, resulting in changes in spin 
polarization of inner s-shells caused by the unpaired elec-
tron. The typical values for vanadyl complexes range from 
0.60 to 0.85, The values fo pj and V^ indicate [l2,13] 
that both in-plane and out-of-plane lu-bonding are of 
covalent nature [(l-p, ) and ( 1- V ) are the measures of 
covalent bonding], so that the unpaired electron is deloca-
2+ lized. The values of MO parameters obtained for VO ion in 
2+ 
struvite are close to those obtained for VO ion in other 
crystal hexahydrates where the ion is surrounded by water 
molecules in a similar way (Table 6-Vl), Therefore it is 
2+ 
concluded that vanadyl (VO ) complexes in struvite crystal 
possess a C^^ symmetry and the oxygen atom of VO ion 
replaces a water molecule of the water octahedron to form 
V0(H20)g'^ octahedral groups and a diluted NH4P04V0(H20)^ 
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0 = 90 
9,=116 
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9 = 65 
0 = 90 
9^ = 62 
0,= 9O 
*9^ and 0^  are the angles obtained for metal-water vector 
corresponding to V=0 bond from crystal data-Error in g-value 
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OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRIM OF VANADYL ION DOPED IN 
MAGNESIUM AMMONIUM SULPHATE HEXAHYDRATE -SINGLE CRYSTAL 
7.1 Introduction; 
One of the simplest oxycations is the 
2+ 
vanadyl ion, VO , which always occurs coordinated to other 
groups, both, in the solid state and in solution bringing 
the total coordination number of the metal ion to five or 
six. Metal to ligand bonding accounts for the optical and 
magnetic properties of the vanadyl complexes. The bonding 
in the molecular ion VOCHgO)^"*" has been described by Bailhausen 
and Gray [l] (cf Chapter V) in terms of molecular orbitals [MO], 
This pentahydrate molecu'.ar ion has been studied in Tutton's 
salts, alums and many other complexes hexahydrates [2], The 
EPR results have shown that V=0 bond has preferred orienta-
tions in these crystals. Narayan et al.[3] have reported preli-
minary results of an EPR study of VO^ ''"ion doped in MgCNH^)^ 
iSO^y^^eu^O ( written as MASH) and found that VO^ "^  ion forms 
a pentahydrate molecular ion V0(H20)|"^ at Mg^ "*" site. The 
electric field symmetry at the substitutional site was deter-
mined to be rhombic. However, the reported spin Hamiltonian 
parameters (SHP) indicate that the V0(H20)^"^ is in an almost 
83 
tetragonal symmetry (g^^gy ^"^ \'^\ within the experimental 
errors, cf Table 7-1). The EPH and optical data can be used 
to establish the site symmetry of the ion and to obtain the 
nature of bonding. With these points in view the optical 
absorption study of vanadyl ion doped in MASH single crystal 
has boon carried out in the present investigation,and the 
results are reported, 
7.2 Crystal Structure;[4] 
MASH belongs to the well known family of 
isomorphous Tutton's salts. The unit cell of the Tutton's 
salts is monoclinic and contains two formula units related 
by the space group symmetry P2-,/a. The divalent cations are 
at positions (0,0,0) and (»• ,»•, O) in the unit cell and are 
surrounded by distorted water octahedra with Mg-VV distances 
between 0.2051- 0.2033 nm [4]. The unit cell parameters are 
a =0.9324 nm, b =1.2597 nm, c=0.6211 nm and p =107°8'. 
7.3 Experimental; 
MASH was prepared by crystallization from 
aqueous solution of equimolar MgS0^.7H20 and iNH^)^SO. at 
room temperature. Crystals are purified by repeated crystall-
ization. Doped crystals were obtained by adding ( 0.1-5>^  by 
weight) vanadyl sulphate to the stock solution. The crystals 
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were checked chemically, by X-ray and by IR. It was found 
that doping had not affected the morphology of the crystal. 
The optical absorption spectra of single 
2+ 
crystals doped with VO ions were recorded on Beckman DU-6 
spectrophotometer at RT. Due to experimental constraints 5 
we could not record absorption spectra at low temperatures. 
The EPR spectra of polycrystalline sample 
(crushed fine powder) were also recorded on X-band ('^9.5 GHz) 
EPR spectrometer ( Varian model E-109), with 100 KHz field 
modulation. The modulation amplitude was kept IG* peak to 
peak inside a rectangular cavity operating in TE,^p mode 
(Q«'7000), The microwave power level was kept around'« 2mW. 
The magnetic field was measured very accurately (lOm G+2ppm) 
with a digital gaussmeter ( Varian model E-500). The micro-
wave resonant frequency v.'as measured by using a DPPH standard 
marker (g = 2.0036 + 0.0002). To record EPR spectra at liquid 
nitrogen temperature (LNT), the sample tube was immersed in 
liquid nitrogen inside the cavity in a dowar insert. 
(IG* = 10~^T). 
7.4 Theory; 
Vanadium in its tetravalont (V '^ ) state has 
a great affinity to oxygen and is invariably found to exist 
2+ in a stable molecular ion V0~ , known as vanadyl ion, and 
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has been the subject of oxtonsive EPR and optical studies 
[2, 5-7], The energy levels of a single unpaired d-olectron 
2+ 
appropriate to the VO ion in different crystal field 
symmetries are shown in Figure 5,2 . The optical and magnetic 
2+ properties of VO ion are explained by(cf Chapter V) assuming 
the single unpaired electron to lie in the lowest 3d state 
xy 
(bp, nonbonding orbital) in a compressed octahedral electric 
field [1]. 
7.5 Results and Discussion; 
2+ The EPR studies of VO ion in Tutton salts 
[3, 8-11] have shown that in all these hosts a pentahydrate 
vanadyl complex VOCHpO)^^ is formed as a result of VO doping. 
These complexes have been found to show almost C. symmetry 
on the basis of optical absorption studies [6,7], The results 
of an EPR study of VO^ "*" .on in MASH single crystal [3] have 
also revealed that the vanadyl complex possesses a tetragonal 
symmetry as the g and A tensors are axial within the experi-
mental error (of Tablt 7-1). Since the single crystal EPR 
spectrum of vanadyl doped Mg(NH4)2(S0.)2.6H20 consists of 
lines from multiple sites [3], making the spectrum much more 
complex, the spin naniiltonian parameters are more easily 
determined by crushing the crystal into a fine powder and 
observing the polycrystallino spectrum, which also avoid*--
the crystal alignment problems. The powder spectra at RT 
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and LNT are shown in Fig, 7.1 and Fig, 7.2 respectively. 
There are two obvious points. First, all of the single 
crystal sites give identical spectra because there are only 
two sets of octets (group of eight lines) in the observed 
spectra. One set is attributed to the situation when the 
—• 
V-0 bonds are parallel to the magnetic field H, called 
\\ -spectrum and is marked as a in the spectrum (cf Fig, 7.1 
and Fig. 7.2) and the other to the situation when the V-0 
bonds are perpendicular to H, calledX - spectrum, and is 
marked as b in the spectrum (cf Figs, 7,1 and 7,2). Second, 
the absence of any small splittings in the I- spectrum due 
to the X and y components,indicate,that all sites have axial 
symmetry aside from anypossible rhombic distortion smaller 
than the line-width of, around, 6G, 
2+ The spin Hamiltonian parameters for VO 
ion, in an axial symmetry, have been computed from the expre-
ssions for the resonant fields (H ) [l2] 
2 
"^mA^  -ir7p-?7?-^(-4-'^ ^ J2h^ g,, p 
(u ) - hJJ_ A^m r/ 63 2N-, A^ . + A 1 ( 7.1) 
for lines marked a and b in Fig, 7.1 respectively, where 
7 7 
symbols have their usual meaning and m varies from +^ to-'s-
2+ 1 7 for VO ion (S=^ , I = w). A least square fitting for 
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experimental resonant fields ( eqs(7.1)) resulted into 
the g- and A- parameter values given in Table 7-1. The 
values of these spin H^miltonian parameters obtained from 
single crystal data by Narayan et al. [3] are also given in 
Table 7-1 for ready comparison. The single crystal and 
powder EPR data are in fair agreement. The fact that x 
and y components in the 1- spectrum (octet marked as b in 
Fig. 7.1 and Fig, 7.2) are not resolved even at LNT, 
indicates that the vanadyl complex possesses an axial symm-
etry upto LNT. There is no marked difference in the spin 
Hamiltonian parameters at RT and LNT ( cf Table 7-1), 
The optical absorption spectrum recorded 
at RT showed three absorption peaks centered around 13020, 
15625 and 23640 cm" . The first one being relatively very 
intense, the second appearing as a shoulder and the third 
being a very weak band in the vicinity of a much more intense 
charge transfer band (cf Fig. 7,3), A similar type of bands 
have been observed in MgNH^P0^.6H20 [5] and in two other 
isomorphous Tutton's salts, CS2_ [Zn,Cd] (S0.)2.6H20 [6,7]. 
The observed optical band positions and their assignments 
for Vanadyl complexes in MASH and some other crystal hexa-
hydrates are summarised in Table 7-II for a comparison. 
From the relative positions and nature of the absorption 
bands [l],these could be attributed to the characteristic 
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bands of the vanadyl complex with tetragonal symmetry. In 
the present case these bands have been assigned to the follo-
wing d-d transitions: (cf Fig, 5.2 and 7.3) 
^Bp ^ ^ E (AJ =-3Ds + 5Dt = 13020 cm~^ 
2n . 2p, (A,0 = 10 Dq = 15625 cm"""" (7,2) 
% " ~ ^ ^Ig 
2Q , 2. (A) = 10 Dq-4Ds-5Dt =23640 cm"""'-
^2g ^ ^Ig 
Under the electric dipole selection rules 
valid for a tetragonal (C. ) symmetry only transition Zi is 
^^be 
allowed and is expected to Relatively strong while transitions 
Aj_and A are forbidden and are allowed vibronically [l]. These 
latter bands are expected to be relatively weak, which indeed 
is the case. These observations support the assumption that 
the Vanadyl complexes possesses a tetragonal (C^ ) symmetry 
in MASH in conformity with the EPR observation. 
The present optical absorption results 
can be interpreted in terms of crystal field parameters. 
The crystal fiold energy level diagram for such a situation 
is given in Fig. 5.2, The parameters Ds and Dt specify the 
degree of tetragonal!ty. The predicted transitions/0„, £I_L 
and A are defined in equations(7.2). The values of Dq,Ds 
and Dt can be calculated from equations (7.2) and are found 
to be Dq=1562,5, Ds=-3005 and Dt = 801 cm""'' respectively. 
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From these results it is clear that a rather exaggerated 
axial distortion is present in V0(H20)^ complex proposed 
in the present case and warrants the more appropriate MO 
description of the vanadyl complex [l]. The optical absor-
ption and EPR data can be correlated to obtain the MO parame-
ters for the vanadyl ion. If b2 orbital is considered non-
2+ 
bonding, then in the MO description of V0(H20)p^ , the formu-
las for g and A values become [l3] (cf Chapter V) 
g=2(l-^l5), g.. = 2 ( 1 . M L ) 
A= P[(^-K)- ii(xY^)/^^x ] (-7.3) 
A=p[-( J+K) -ii!i 6 M L ] 
2 2 
where p, and y ^^^ the bonding coefficients,xis the spin 
orbit coupling constant for vanadyl ion, <^ ,^ and ZJx.are the 
energy splittings given by eqs. (7.2), P (=2.0023 gj^ pPj.<r >) 
is the dipolar coupling constant and K is the Fermi-contact 
parameter. A reasonable value of A =170 cm" is usually 
taken for vanadyl ion [l3]. Making use of the powder EPR 
data and observed optical absorption band positions, eqs.(7.3) 
have been solved to get P= -124.03 X 10""^  cm""^ , K=0.863, p? 
=0.76 and y^ =0.55. From the relation P=2.0023 g^PP^ <r""^ >, 
_3 
< r > has been computed to be equal to 2.85 au. This calcu-
_3 
lated value for <r > is rather less compared to the 
90 
theoretical free ion value of < r~ > = 3,67 au [14], Such 
-3 
a diminution in <r > in the solid state is often attributed 
2 2 
to the bonding effects. The parameters p, and y indicate 
the in-plane a and out of-plane ;F^ bonding respectively and 
2 2 
parameters (1-p ) and (1-Y ) indicate the covalent bonding. 
The values of these parameters [0.-P?) = 0.24 and (1-Y ) =0.45] 
indicate that both the in plane a and the out of plane ^bond-
ing are of covalent nature, the latter being more covalent in 
the present vanadyl complex. The parameter K is related to 
the unpaired electron density at the vanadium nucleus and 
ranges from 0,60 to 0.85 for various vanadyl complexes. This 
parameter shows extreme sensitivity to the deformations of the 
electron orbitals of the central vanadium ion. The values of 
MO coefficients obtained for VO complex in MASH are close to 
those obtained for various Vanadyl complexes in other crystalline 
hexahydrates ( summarized in Table 7-III) where the V&nadyl 
ion is proposed to form a similar molecular VOCHrtO)^ ion. 
It is therefore concluded that vanadyl complex in MASH 
possesses a 'very nearly' C^ symmetry and both EPR and 
optical results are in conformity with each other. 
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Tabl3 7^1 











9^ =^ 1.979+0,002 





g^ =^ 1,937+0.002 
g^ s: 1.988+0.002 
g^ s^ 1.937+0.002 
g^= 1.98840.002 
• - " • •• ' - . 4 . 1 
A-values XIO cm 
A^ =81+20 = 
A^ =79+2G = 
A^ =196+2G = 
A,v =A^ 
Aj. 4(A,+Ay) = 
A,^  =186.93+2 
Aj^ =73.00+2 















The observed optical band positions and assignment*for 
2+ VO in some crystal hexahydrates 
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CHAPTER VIII 
EPR AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION STUDY OF VO^ "^  ION DOPED IN AASF* 
SINGLE CRYSTAL 
8.1 Introduction; 
Sulphate fluoride compounds of tervalent 
antimony with alkali metals and ammonium have been found 
to exhibit interesting dielectric properties and phase tran-
sitions [l]. X-ray study of compounds with composition 
MgSb.(S04)2F,2» (M=Cs,Rb,NH^) has shown that these compounds 
crystallize in the hexagonal system at RT with closely 
similar cell constants and each unit cell containing three 
formula units [2], The IR spectra has indicated that the 
SO4 groups are coordinated with the antimony atoms [3] and 
are expected to act as bridges betweeil^  antimony atoms. Accor-
ding to NQR data [4], the unit cells have four types of anti-
mony sites differing in respect of their environment. The 
dielectric study [l] of (NH4,Rb)^Sb4(S0^)2F-|^2 has shown ano-
malies in ^ ' and '^'between 240-260K and 235-240K respectively 
and a phase transition from a non centresymmetric paraelectric 
phase to a polar phase has been proposed [l]. EPR has proven 
its worth in investigating phase transitions in crystals [S], 
We have been interested in .absorption spectra of vanadyl ion 
* (NH4)^Sb^(S04)3F^2 ^^ written as AASF. ** The contents of 
this chapter have been accepted for publication in S.S.C.in 
Oct.84, 
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2^ + (VO ) in single crystals [6]. Therefore we have taken up 
the EPR and optical absorption study of VO doped (NH^)^ 
Sb,(S04)oF,2 written as AASF single crystal and the results 
are reported in this chapter 
8.2 Crystal Structure; 
The room temperature crystal structure of 
AASF belongs to a hexagonal system with constants a=l,709 
and c=0.756nm [2] and there are three formula units in each 
unit cell. The RT phase is paraelectric and a phase tran-
sition from RT paraelectric phase to a polar phase between 
240-260K has been suggested[l]. Detailed structural data 
is not available in literature to the best of our knowledge, 
8.3 Experimental; 
Single crystals of AASF with vanadyl ion 
were gxovm by slow evaporation over concentrated HoSO^ at 
RT of a saturated aqueous solution containing (NH^)2 SO^ and 
SbF^ in a molar ratio 1:2,to which a small amount of VOSO^ 
was added. The trifluoride was precipitated from a solution 
by dissolving a weighted amount of antimony sequioxide in 
concentrated HF [2], The crystals grew in the form of prisms 
2+ 
and were colourless to light blue depending upon VO concen-
tration. The compound seems to attack glass hence all prepa-
rations were handled in plastic-wares. The crystals were 
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found to be stable in air and were moderately soluble in 
water at RT. The crystals were checked by IR,X-ray diffra-
ction and chemically. 
Optical absorption spectra at RT were recorded 
on model BECKMAN DU-6 spectro-photometer. EPR spectra were 
recorded from RT to LNT ( Liquid Nitrogen Temperature ) with 
a X-band(~9.3 GHz) EPR spectrometer Varian model E-109 
provided with 100 KHz field modulation. The modulation ampli-
tude was kept between 0.1 and 0.5 mT and microwave power level 
around 10 mW, The sample was rotated with the help of a goni-
ometer fitted to a multipurpose rectangular cavity Varian 
model E-201 (unloaded Q-'7000). The temperature variation was 
done with a temperature controller accessory Varian model 
V-4540, The temperature of the sample was measured with 
an accuracy of + 0,5K by placing a thermocouple sensor in 
contact with it, Magnetic field was measured accurately with 
a digital gaussmeter Varin model E-500. Standard DPPH marker 
(g=2,0036 + 0.0002) was used to calculate resonant microwave 
frequency, 
8.4 Theory; 
The general theory of EPR and optical absorption 
of vanadyl ion is discussed in Chapter V, 
w 
8.5 Results and Discussion; 
2+ The optical absorption spectrum of VO ion 
AASF 
doped in single, crystal of/recorded at RT is shown in Fig.8,1. 
The spectrum shows two absorption bands centered at 15673 cm" 
and 12422 cm" in addition to a very intense broad band around 
+4 -1 3.0 X 10 cm . The first two bands are assigned transitions, 
^^2q ^ ^^Q' ^"^ ^^2q ^ ^ %q' respectively(cf.Fig.5.2) , 
while the third band is the usual first charge transfer band, 
2 2 The transition, 82^ > A, , is also expected at higher 
energies, but is not observed probably due to being masked 
by the broad intense charge transfer band. The value of D<^ , 
2 2 
is obtained directly from the, B^ ' •> B-, » transition and 
is found to be equal to 1567.3 cm" , The similarity of 
2+ these bands with those observed for VO ion in,C. , symmetry 
in a variety of host crystals [6,7] indicates that the vanadyl 
ion in AASF crystal is trapped in a tetragonal crystal field. 
2+ Since the EPR of trapped VO ion in crystals 
can unambigously determine the symmetry of ion site, the 
EPR spectra of single crystals were also recorded. The EPR 
spectrum at RT ( called spectrum-I, henceforth ) consists 
of eight well resolved resonance peaks with unequal deriva-
tive heights as shown in Fig, 8.2. The structure is obviously 
51 due to V, hyporfine interaction. Since the spectrum of 
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pure vanadyl sulphate crystals was a single broad line at 
g^ 2 without any hyperfine structure, the possibility for 
vanadyl sulphate microcrystals in the host is ruled out . 
The line widths depended parabolically on the vanadyl quan-
tum number m^ ( Fig. 8,4(a))» The EPR spectrum at RT is 
found to be orientation independent. This type of spectrum 
2+ r -\ 
is known to represent tumbling VO complexes [8,9J and is 
2+ 
very similar to the EPR spectrum of VO ion in solution as 
reported by Rogers and Pake [9] and also to the spectra of 
2+ 
VO ion in a number of host crystals where the vanadyl ion 
is found undergoing rapid motions even in the solid state [8]. 
On cooling, the derivative heights of spectrum-I 
decreased progressively and at 256K the spectrum disappeared. 
Below this temperature a different type of spectrum started 
showing up and its intensity increased progressively with the 
lowering of the temperature upto LNT. This second type of 
spectrum ( called spectrum-II, henceforth ; comprised^two 
sets of octets (cf Fig. 8.3). The spectrum-II was also found 
to be orientation independent. The spectrum-II resembled 
with the EPR spectrum of randomly oriented vanadyl complexes 
( like in powdered samples or in glasses). The changes in 
the EPR spectrum were found to be reversible. Also on physi-
cal checking, the sample was found to be a single crystal 
even after it has been subjected to several thermal cycles 
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between RT and LNT. Since the powder spectrum arises from 
a statistical distribution of V=0 bond orientation the 
spectrum-II in the present case confirms that the vanadyl 
complex possesses a quite random orientation in AASF below 
256K, The peaks marked 'a' and 'b' in spectrum-II (cf 
Fig. 8.3) correspond to the extreme orientations of V=-0 bond 
with respect to static magnetic field H ( i.e. Q=0° and 0=90°) 
like in powder spectra, and are called \\ - and l- part of the 
spectrum-II, respectively. Employing relation given in eq,(5,4), 
the spin Han^ iltonian parameters are calculated for spectrum-II. 
The isotropic spin Hamiltonian parameters for spectrum-I were 
calculated employing relation given in eq. (5,8) and are given 
in Table 8-1. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to decide about 
2+ the position of VO ion in the lattice under study and also 
about the associated lattice defects from the EPR spectrum 
because they are orientation independent. It appears that 
the crystalline field is not explicitly playing any role so 
far as the EPR is concerned, except in hindering the tumbling 
motion of the vanadyl complex with the lowering of the temp-
erature, which is evident from the transition, spectrum-I^ 
spectrum-II. However, the nature and band positions of the 
optical absorption spectrum suggest that the vanadyl complex 
possesses a tetragonal (C^ ) symmetry. The tetragonal 
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symmetry of the vanadyl complex is also supported by the 
fact that the spectrum-II is axially symmetric within the 
experimental resolution limits ( i.e. line widths of the 
peaks marked 'b* 10 G). Since a phase transition between 
240 and 260K from a hexagonal to a low temperature ferroe-
lectric phase has been predicted in AASF on the basis of 
dielectric and NQR studies [ij^the changes in EPR spectrum 
from spectrum-I^spectrum-II around 256K are attributed to 
this phase transition. Since above 256K the spectrum-I is 
a characteristic spectrum of vanadyl complex undergoing 
rapid tumbling motions and below 256K the spectrum of vana-
dyl complex with V=-0 bonds randomly oriented, we conclude 
that in the hexagonal phase of AASF the vanadyl complex is 
free to undergo rapid tumbling motion while the low tempera-
ture polar phase hinders the tumbling motions completely. 
LINEWIDTH 
The present study clearly indicates that due 
to the rapid tumbling motion of vanadyl complex the lines 
of the spectrum-I show a m^ dependence and is similar to the 
EPR spectrum of vanadyl ion in non-viscous liquids, Kivelson 
[lO] has studied in detail the relaxation mechanisms in 
liquids and the resulting expression for line width is 
^^">mj = A^ -^A2m^ -hA3m2 ^^ ^ ^  
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where the coefficients, ^., are related to the spin Hamiltonian 
^ is 
parameters and the characteristic correlation time, 'f^,/associ-
ated with the rapid tumbling motion, in a rather complicated 
way. However, the characteristic correlation time, '^, can be 
estimated from the relation [9,10,11] 
where ^ a = ( A,- A^)^ + 2 ^^^."'^0^^ ^"^ ^3' ^ ^^  ' ^ -»- ^ ^^ % 
are expressed in units of Gauss. The experimental line widths 
were fitted to the expression given in eq, (8.2) and the best 
fit values of the parameters A,fA^ and A^ are given below in 
units of Gauss 
A^ = 19.27, A2=2.53 and A3= 1.0937 
The peak to peak (p^p) linewidth, plotted against mj is shown 
in Fig 8,4a; the circles indicate the experimental points and 
the continuous curve is the calculated variation according 
to the parabolic relation of eq. (8.1). Since the g and A 
values obtained from spectrum-II are found to satisfy rela-
tions given in eq. (5,7) appropriate to the isotropic g and 
A values for spectrum-I at RT (cf Table 8-1) the, g and A 
parameters for the vanadyl complex under study are not expe-
cted to have an appreciable temperature dependence. Therefore, 
the values of A,, and A^obtained from the analysis of spectrum-II 
at LNT are used to estimate the value of , T , from relations 
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given in eq. (8,2) and is found to be 7,7 x 10" sec. The 
value of -r> is approximate and is typically found to vary 
from 1 X 10" sec to 8 x 10~ sec for vanadyl ion in diff-
erent liquids of low viscosity. The value of X^ estimated 
for the vanadyl complex in the present case supports the 
assumption of a liquid like behaviour of vanadyl complex in 
AASF lattice in the hexagonal phase. To obtain some quali-
tative idea of the temperature dependence of correlation 
time,"^ , the temperature dependence of the linewidth of the 
narrowest line (mj= - •^ in(Fig,8,2j) has been studied and is 
shown in (Fig. 8,4 (b)) , The line width increases monoto-
nically around 256K on lowering the temperature. Since the 
dominant relaxation process for tumbling molecular ion is 
attributed to the modulation of anisotropic magnetic interac-
tions by the rotational ruotion of the ions [11 ], the change 
in the line width with temperature may be assumed largely 
due to changes in rotational correlation time which appears 
to increase with the lowering of the temperature and the disc-
ontinuity iny'C-* around 256K is attributed to the structural 
phase transition from a hexagonal to a ferroelectric phase of 
AASF around 256K, 
Since the low temperature EPR results and the 
optical absorption study suggested an axial vanadyl complex, 
we have worked out the bonding parameters for this complex 
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by using the low temperature EPR data and RT optical obsor-
ption data from the following relations [6] 
Ag 2,0023 Y^ A^  = P [ ( I -K ) - ii i ^ )] (8.3) 
where A = ( 9, » » - 2.0023) and p, and y are the bonding 
9j\» 9i. '^  -^ •*• 
coefficients of the excited orbitals, A^and^are the energy 
splittings shown in (Fig, 5.2 ) ( cf eqn. (5.'2))« The value 
of the spin orbit coupling parameter has been taken to be 
equal to 170 cm" [12], The values of P,K, pj and y are 
given in Table 8-II along with the bonding parameters of 
some vanadyl complexes where the ligands are oxygens. The 
values of these parameters in the present case are close to 
those for vanadyl ion coordinated to the oxygens. Therefore 
we can assume that in the present case also the vanadyl ion 
is coordinated to oxygen. The lack of a detailed structural 
data of the host lattice under study prevents further specula-
tion about the possible sites for the suggested vanadyl comp-
2 2 lex. The values of K, ^^ and y suggest that the hypothetical 
vanadyl complex is highly covalent in nature. The EPR and 
optical data are found to be in conformity, with the C^ symme-
try of the vanadyl complex. 
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TABLE 8-1 
.2+ SPIN HAMILTONIAN PARAMETERS (SHP) FOR VO^ DOPED 
(NH4)^Sb4(504)3 ^12 
SPECTRUM- I g = 1.970+ 0.001 IA I = 110.80+ 2xlO"'^ cm "'• 
RT ° - ° 
SPECTRUM-II g,, = 1,942+ 0.001 
LNT . •" . 
g^ = 1.981+ 0.001 
|A^ , I = 192.33 X 10""^  cm"-^  
I A. 1 = 71.0 X 10""^  cm"-^  
CALCULATED g„= 1.968 
FROM SHP OF 
SPECTRUM-II 
(using relations 
given in eqs(5,6)ancl 
(5.7) 
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CHAPTER IX 
OPTICAL ABSORPTION STUDY OF VO^ "^  ION DOPED IN Rb2S04 
SINGLE CRYSTAL 
It is well known that EPR and optical data 
can be correlated to obtain useful information about 
2+ bonding in vanadyl complexes. EPR study of VO ions doped 
in Rb2S0. has been reported earlier [l,2]. We have also 
2+ grown single crystals of Rb2S0. doped with VO ion and 
found that the results reported by Jain et al [2] are reli-
able and those of Chowdari [l] are erroneous. It has been 
suggested by Jain et al [2] that all the vanadyl complexes 
in Rb2S0> are essentially having axial symmetry and almost 
same spin Hamiltonian parameters (SHP), Therefore the values 
of SHP obtained from powder spectrum will be used to obtain 
the bonding parameters. The expressions for g and A parame-
ters for vanadyl complex in terms of molecular orbital coeff-
icients and energy splittings of the electronic levels of 
the unpaired electron are given in earlier chapters (cf 
chapters VI-VIII), The SHP determined from powder spectra 
by us are 
g = 1.931 + 0.002, A^ ^ = 178 + 2X10"""^  cm"""'-
gj_ = 1.978 + 0.002, Aj_= 68 + 2X10""^  cm""^  
which are close to those determined by Jain et al [2], 
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2+ The optical absorption spectrum of VO . 
RbpSO. - single crystal is shown in Fig. 9.1 . The nature 
of bands is similar to those in VO^ "^ j MgNH4P04.6H20 (cf 
chapter VI) and other vanadyl complexes. The bands are 
assigned to transitions as shown in Fig, 9,1. The two d-d 
transition bands are centred <-13046 and'>'16930cm~ . The 
third expected d-d transition band is probably hidden under 
the strong charge transfer band in the present system. By 
correlating optical and EPR data ,taking X = 170 cm" the 
following values of the bonding parameters have been 
calculated for the vanadyl complexes in the present case. 
P= - 119.80X10""^ cm7^ K= 0.836, pj = 0.831, and Y^=0.844 
The values of these parameters are typical 
2 for most of the vanadyl complexes. The values of p, and 
2 
Y in the present case indicate that both in-plane 'a' and 
out-of-plane 'n' bonding are covalent in nature. Most of 
the discussion on the bonding parameters obtained for 
vanadyl complexes in the three previous chapters are 
applicable to the present case also and we shall not discuss 
it in details here. We would like to comment that all the 
vanadyl complexes in the Rb2S0. single crystal host are 
essentially having similar bonding and both EPR and optical 
data are in conformity with the axial symmetry of these 
vanadyl complexes. 
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